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CEnNS (pronounced sevens)
• Coherent Elastic Neutrino Nucleus Scattering
• Flavor blind Neutral Current process that scatters 

the entire nucleus as a whole 
• To probe a “large” nucleus (few × 10-15 m)

• Recoiling nucleus is detection signature
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Coherent effects of a weak neutral current
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If there is a weak neutral current, then the elastic scattering process &+A &+A should
have a sharp coherent forward peak just as e+A -e+A does. Experiments to observe this
peak can give important information on the isospin structure of the neutral current. The
experiments are very difficult, although the estimated cross sections (about 10 38 cm2 on
carbon) are favorable. The coherent cross sections (in contrast to incoherent) are almost
energy-independent. Therefore, energies as low as 100 MeV may be suitable. Quasi-
coherent nuclear excitation processes v+A v+ A*provide possible tests of the conservation of
the weak neutral current. Because of strong coherent effects at very low energies, the
nuclear elastic scattering process may be important in inhibiting cooling by neutrino
emission in stellar collapse and neutron stars.

There is recent experimental evidence' from
CERN and NAL which suggests the presence of a
neutral current in neutrino-induced interactions.
A primary goal of future neutrino experiments is
to confirm the present findings and to investigate
the properties of the weak neutral current, for
example, the space inversion and internal sym-
metry structure.
Our purpose here is to suggest a class of ex-

periments which can yield information on the iso-
spin structure of the neutral current not obtainable
elsewhere. The idea is very simple: If there is
a weak neutral current, elastic neutrino-nucleus
scattering should exhibit a sharp coherent forward
peak characteristic of the size of the target just
as electron-nucleus elastic scattering does. In a
sense we are talking about measurements of the
nuclear form factors of the weak neutral current
analogous to the measurements of the nuclear
form factors of the electromagnetic neutral cur-
rent in elastic electron scattering experiments. '
In fact, for the same nucleus, these form factors
should have the same q' dependence. Therefore,
the size of the cross section or its extrapolated
forward value gi-res information on the structure
of the weak current itself. In the simplest case
(S= 0, Z= N nuclei such as He~ or C") the strength
of the polar-vector isoscalar component of the
weak neutral current is measured directly.
Our suggestion may be an act of hubris, because

the inevitable constraints of interaction rate, res-
olution, and background pose grave experimental
difficulties for elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering.
We will discuss these problems at the end of this
note, but first we wish to present the theoretical
ideas relevant to the experiment:s.
Although the weak neutral current finds a natural

place in the beautiful unified gauge theories, ' it is

important to interpret experimental results in a
very broad theoretical framework. 4 We assume
a general current-current effective Lagrangian

which is consistent with the early findings' but far
from established. An intermediate neutral vector
boson could be included here without affecting the
analysis of the low-momentum-transfer processes
we are interested in.
The currents will first be written in their fund-

amental form as they would occur, for example,
in particular unified gauge models of the weak,
electromagnetic, and strong interactions. We will
then write an expression which is essentially
model-independent and sufficiently general to
parameter ize realistic experiments.
To begin with, we write the neutrino current as

Ip="'Yp(l ou'Y5)& g

where V —A. coupling is not assumed. The had-
ronic current is assumed to be a sum of com-
ponents, each corresponding to a symmetry of
strong interactions. For example, in a model
with the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mech-
anism, ' one would have

g ~1 = b(Zq + os A~) +y(Jq + urAq) + c(Jq + a,Aq)
+ t (J1=1,lg=0+ ~I=1,Is= oAI=LI~=0) . (~)

that is one would have a linear combination of
baryon number, hyperehange, charm, and third
component of isospin. We assume that the polar-
vector currents are conserved and normalized
(at zero momentum transfer) to the corresponding
quantum number s.
Realistic experiments are done with the left-
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Structure CEnNS Signal
• Standard Model Prediction

• Recoil energy (M -1) and rate (N 2 )
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which is not realistic. Detection efficiencies for many low-
threshold detector types (see Sec. I) can be reasonably
high, but can depend on background levels. Backgrounds
will include beam-related neutrons, cosmogenics, radioac-
tivity and instrumental background, as well as other CC
and NC neutrino reactions; these will need to be evaluated

for a specific detector’s rejection capabilities and location.
Backgrounds are not obviously overwhelming, especially
given that the pulsed structure of the beam such as that at
the SNS leads to a powerful rejection factor ( ! 4" 10#4)
against steady-state backgrounds. It is not really clear at
this point whether beam-related backgrounds will be worse
for prompt or delayed neutrinos; it will depend on shield-
ing and detector location. Therefore the contributions from
prompt and delayed fluxes are given separately.

III. PHYSICS POTENTIAL

The neutrino-nucleus coherent elastic scattering cross
section is cleanly predicted by the standard model (SM);
form factors can be known to better than 5%, and radiative
corrections are known at the percent level [27]. Any mea-
sured deviations from prediction would be interesting [28].
In the context of the SM, the weak mixing angle is related
to the absolute scattering rate. One can also constrain
nonstandard interactions (NSI) of neutrinos and nucleons.
Also, a nonzero neutrino magnetic moment will modify the
cross section at low energies. There are further reasons to
measure coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering: neutrino-
nucleus scattering processes are important in supernova
physics [1], as well as being useful themselves for super-
nova neutrino detection [3]. Because they are flavor blind,
NC processes allow the measurement of a total neutrino
flux, which can be compared to independently measured
CC interactions. Therefore one can obtain limits on neu-
trino oscillation, and, in particular, on oscillations to sterile
neutrinos [29]. Finally, it has even been proposed to exploit
the large cross sections of neutrino-nucleus scattering for
practical neutrino detectors, e.g. reactor monitoring [5,6].

This section will discuss the various ways of probing
new physics with a coherent elastic scattering experiment.
At this stage, the experimental systematic uncertainty on
the absolute rate is not known. It will depend on the
specific detector type and configuration, backgrounds,
and source uncertainties. However a total systematic un-
certainty of !10% (including nuclear, beam and detector-
related uncertainties), while perhaps optimistic, may well
be achievable. Systematic uncertainties will likely domi-
nate at the few tens of a kilogram scale or greater.

A. Weak mixing angle

The SM predicts a coherent elastic scattering rate pro-
portional to Q2

w, the weak charge given by Qw $ N # %1#
4 sin2!W&Z, where Z is the number of protons, N is the
number of neutrons and !W is the weak mixing angle.
Therefore the weak mixing angle can be extracted from
the measured absolute cross section, at a typical Q value of
0:04 GeV=c2. A deviation from the SM prediction could
indicate new physics.

If the absolute cross section can be measured to 10%,
there will be an uncertainty on sin2!W of !5%. This is not
competitive with the current best measurements from
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FIG. 6 (color online). The number of interactions over the
recoil energy threshold for various detector materials (bottom
panel: prompt "#, top panel: sum of delayed "e and !"#).
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FIG. 5 (color online). As in Fig. 2 for 132Xe.

PROSPECTS FOR MEASURING COHERENT NEUTRINO-. . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 73, 033005 (2006)

033005-3

Detection Rate [ton-1 year-1]1

1K. Scholberg, Phys. Rev. D73 (2006) 033005. arXiv:hep-ex/0511042.
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Physics Motivations for CEnNS
• Non-Standard Interactions
• Multiple targets can greatly 

improve CHARM 
experiment limits on NSI

• Meaningful limits can be 
set with first generation 
experiments

• NSI may have significant 
influence in DUNE CP-
violation search1
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(Plot) K. Scholberg, Phys. Rev. D73 (2006) 033005. arXiv:hep-ex/0511042.
1M. Masud, A. Chatterjee, P. Mehta, arXiv:1510.08261 [hep-ph].
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Physics Motivations for CEnNS
• Neutrino oscillations can use NC, flavor-blind CEnNS interaction to 

look for L/E shape distortions and disappearance
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(Left Plot) A.J. Anderson et al., Phys. Rev. D86 (2012) 013004.  arXiv:1201.3805 [hep-ph].
(Right Plot) J. Dutta et al., arXiv:1511.02834 [hep-ph].

100 kg
Ge @ 
reactor

456 kg Ar
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Physics Motivations for CEnNS
• CEnNS is irreducible background for deep 

underground WIMP Dark Matter searches
• Supernova cross sections (or direct 

detection) via CEnNS

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 6

(Left Plot) J. Billard, E. Figueroa-Feliciano, L. Strigari. arXiv:1307.5458 [hep-ph].
(Right Plot) K. Scholberg, Phys. Rev. D73 (2006) 033005. arXiv:hep-ex/0511042.
1A. Drukier and L. Stodolsky, Phys. Rev. D30 (1984) 2295.
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More Physics Motivations for CEnNS
• Method to measure sin2 qW

• Neutrino magnetic moment distorts 
recoil spectrum

• Low-mass Dark Matter searches
• Nuclear physics form factors
• Nuclear safeguards

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 7

+: model 
predictions

10% uncertainty 
on flux

Ar-C scattering

µB
µB

Ne target at SNS

(Bottom-Left Plot) K. Patton et al., Phys. Rev. C86 (2012) 024612 arXiv:1207.0693 [nucl-th].
(Bottom-Right Plot) Horowitz et al, Phys. Rev. D86 (2012) 013004.  arXiv:1201.3805 [hep-ph].
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Physics Goals for COHERENT
• Measure N2 dependence across multiple targets
• Deploy detectors in low-neutron-background basement area
• Measure relevant neutrino-induced neutrons and quenching factors

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 8

Nuclear
Target

Technology Mass
(kg)

Distance	
from	source
(m)

Recoil	
threshold	
(keVnr)

Data-taking	start	
date;	CEnNS
detection	goal

CsI[Na] Scintillating
Crystal

14	 20 6.5 9/2015;	3s in	2	yr

Ge HPGe PPC 10 22 5 Fall	2016

LAr Single-phase	
scintillation

35	 29 20 Fall	2016

NaI[Tl] Scintillating	
crystal

185*
/2000

28 13 *high-threshold
deployment	started	
July	2016
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Physics Goals for COHERENT
• Measure N2 dependence across multiple targets
• Deploy detectors in low-neutron-background basement area
• Measure relevant neutrino-induced neutrons and quenching factors

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 9
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Physics Goals for COHERENT
• Measure N2 dependence across multiple targets
• Deploy detectors in low-neutron-background basement area
• Measure relevant neutrino-induced neutrons and quenching factors

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 10

LAr NaI Ge CsI
NIN 

cubes

View looking down 
Neutrino Alley
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Neutrino Production at the SNS
• 0.9-1.3 GeV protons on liquid 

mercury target produces p+

• Total power: 0.9–1.4 MW

• Pulsed at 60 Hz for ∼400 ns
à few×10-4 duty (steady-state 
background reduction)

• 43×106 n/cm2/s 20 m at SNS 
maximum power (1.4 MW)

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 11

Prompt nµ from p
decay in time with 
the proton pulse

Delayed anti-nµ, 

ne on µ decay 
timescale

⇡+ ! µ+ + ⌫µ

µ+ ! e+ + ⌫̄µ + ⌫e

nµ nµ ne
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Detector Subsystems: CsI[Na]
• Na doping reduces afterglow 

seen in common Tl doping
– Tl doping insufficient for 

near-surface experiment
• Cs and I surround Xe in 

periodic table, very similar 
nuclear recoil response

• Statistical nuclear-/electron-
recoil separation

• Quenching factors measured 
à 5 keVnr is easily achieved 

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 12

1J.I. Collar et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A773 (2014) 56. 

2 kg test crystal. Screened 
salts, electroformed Cu can 
(PNNL), ULB window and 
reflector.
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Detector Subsystems: NaI[Tl]
• 185 kg prototype for initial 

deployment
• 2 ton next phase deployment
• Up to 9 tons available
• NC CEnNS interaction
• Also CC interaction with ne

• https://twitter.com/NaIvE_SNS

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 13

1J.A. Formaggio and G. Zeller, Rev. Mod. Phys. 84 (2012) 1307.
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Detector Subsystems: Liquid Argon
• Single-phase, scintillation only
• 35-kg fiducial volume
• Readout is 2× Hamamatsu 

R5912-02MOD PMT (8” 
cryogenic, high-gain)

• Excellent nuclear-/electron-
recoil PSD demonstrated by 
miniCLEAN

• SCENE has measured 
quenching factors1

• 39Ar controllable with PSD and 
duty factor

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 14

35-kg (active volume) 
LAr detector chamber

1H. Cao et al., SCENE Collaboration, Phys. Rev. D91 (2015) 092007. arXiv:1406.4825 [physics.ins-det].
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Detector Subsystems: Germanium
• HPGe PPC type that have 

excellent low-energy resolution 
and low threshold

• Repurposing of Majorana
Demonstrator and LANL natGe
detectors

• First phase is 5-10 kg of 
existing BeGe detectors in a 
copper, lead, and polyethylene 
shielding system

• Second phase could add more 
detector mass with larger (C4-
style) detectors

• Quenching factors well known

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 15
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Neutron Backgrounds: Sandia NSC
• Sandia Neutron Scatter Camera
• Neutron imager from neutron double scatter
• Measured neutrons across SNS complex
• Basement is very neutron quiet

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 16

1N. Mascarenhas et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 56 (20109) 1269.
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Neutron Backgrounds: SciBath
• 80 L volume of liquid scintillator read out by 768 wavelength shifting 

fiber à high-energy event topology
• Measured at LAr site in SNS Neutrino Alley
• Low-energy neutrons prompt observed, delayed neutrons not 

observed and a delayed neutron rate limit is being set

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 17

1R. Tayloe, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A562 (2006) 198. 
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Conclusions
• COHERENT is deploying a suite of detector technologies in the 

neutron-quiet SNS basement
• First light measurement to test N2 dependence
• Sensitivities shown below (LAr is being completed)
• LAr expects ∼300/700 events on ∼100/900 steady-state 

backgrounds in a year in prompt/delayed region

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 18

NaI [Tl]

CsI [Na]

Ge
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BACKUPS
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Neutrino Induced Neutrons (NINs)
• Pb shielding interacts with ne and can 

break-up to 1 n or 2 n
• Shield can give CEnNS backgrounds
• “Neutrino Cubes” testing neutron 

production from Pb, Fe inside water shield
• https://twitter.com/theLeadNube

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 20
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Quenching Measurements
• Chicago has used commercial D-D neutron generator
• Duke group at TUNL have created a tunable p-7Li and D-D neutron 

sources to test low-energy nuclear recoils for quenching factor 
measurements

8/6/2016 R.L. Cooper - ICHEP 2016 21

Chicago SetupTUNL Setup


